Quantum coherence and control is foundational to the science and engineering of quantum systems 1,2 . In van der Waals (vdW) materials, the collective coherent behavior of carriers has been probed successfully by transport measurements 3-6 . However, temporal coherence and control, as exemplified by manipulating a single quantum degree of freedom, remains to be
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Since the first observation of quantum oscillations in a single-Cooper-pair box 1 , superconducting qubit technology has evolved to become a leading modality for quantum computation 10 , with a six-orders-of-magnitude-increase in coherence times resulting from the development of new circuit design concepts 11, 12 , improved material quality, and refined fabrication techniques (for a review, see Ref. 13 ). Hybrid superconducting circuits also provide a platform for hosting other materials or devices with alternative electronic or mechanical degrees of freedom to access their coherent characteristics and properties via interactions with artificial atoms (qubits) or microwave photons 14, 15 . Given this relevance of hybrid superconducting circuits to both quantum computing technologies and the fundamental sciences, it is essential to expand the scope of the field by introducing new materials and experimental approaches.
One highly anticipated development is the application of van der Waals (vdW) materials 16 -a family of layered materials including semi-metals, insulators, semiconductors, ferromagnetic materials 17 , superconductors, and topological insulators -in the context of quantum information science [18] [19] [20] . These materials can be assembled in specific arrangements to create new electronic devices referred to as vdW heterostructures 16 . While vdW heterostructures have been studied intensively using DC transport measurements, to date, only a few very recent experimental studies on vdW materials integrated into circuit quantum electrodynamics (cQED) systems have been reported 21, 22 . More importantly, the literature does not include any accounts of temporal quantum coherence or quantum control with these material systems, and both are prerequisites for quantum information science and technology applications. Figure 1a shows the schematic of a hybrid superconducting circuit made with graphenebased vdW heterostructures. Graphene, an atomic layer of carbon atoms in a hexagonal lattice 23 , can inherit superconductivity through the proximity effect 3, 6 . When encapsulated in hexagonal boron nitride (hBN), the superconductor-graphene-superconductor (S-G-S) junction supports a voltage-tunable, bipolar Josephson current in the ballistic regime 4, 5, 24 . In our experiment, the S-G-S junctions are built into a voltage-controlled transmon circuit that enables us to perform both frequency-resolved spectroscopy and coherent quantum control using cQED techniques (Fig.1a) .
The voltage-controlled transmon, also known as a gatemon, employs superconductornormal conductor-superconductor junctions as the non-linear element in a superconducting circuit. Voltage-controlled transmons have been realized with a semiconductor nanowire 7, 8 and a 2-dimensional electron gas 9 proximitized by epitaxially grown superconductors, and, over time, have achieved temporal coherence comparable to that of typical transmon qubits in the cQED architecture based on superconductor -insulator -superconductor junctions 8, 25 . While the graphene-based gatemon shares the same voltage tunability as its semiconductor-based counterparts, it may as well offer complementary benefits to the existing scheme provided by its unique electronic properties and the extensibility to complex heterostructures in high-qualityfactor (low dissipation) superconducting circuits. In addition to its relevance for extensible quantum computing 7, 26 , this particular qubit configuration enables simultaneous access to timeand energy-domain information pertaining to the underlying quantum conductor, the electronic properties of which can be largely tuned by the gate voltage.
To make the hybrid device, we apply the polymer-based dry pick-up and transfer techniques (Fig. 1b ) 6, 27 to assemble the vdW heterostructures, which, from bottom to top, consist of a thick hBN substrate, a monolayer graphene sheet, and a top hBN layer. The bottom hBN layer serves as an atomically flat, ultra-pristine gate dielectric 16 , which allows access to a wide carrier density range through electrostatic gating. The top hBN layer encapsulates the graphene, thereby protecting it from becoming contaminated in subsequent steps. The assembled vdW stack is transferred onto an aluminium backgate on the qubit substrate, a high-resistivity silicon chip coated with high-quality aluminium and patterned into a coplanar wave guide, shunting capacitors, DC bias lines, and the ground plane (Fig. 1d) . The aluminium superconducting electrodes of the S-G-S junctions couple to the encapsulated graphene flakes via 1-D edge channels 27 , and make transparent connections to the ground plane and capacitors (details about fabrication and measurement setup can be found in Methods).
Without loss of generality, we center our discussion on the device shown in Fig. 1c (Qubit 1 in Fig. 1a ), on which all measurements discussed in this paper were taken, while the backgate of the other qubit on the same chip was fixed at 5V (measurements from additional devices can be found in supplementary information figure 1, 2 and 3). The charging energy E C of this device is E C /h = 100 MHz, as determined based on an electromagnetic simulation of the shunting capacitor.
First, we measure how the transmission of the resonator responds to a varying gate voltage V g by scanning the readout frequency f ro around the bare-resonator frequency f R_bare = 7.34 GHz.
In figure 2a , the resonator spectrum is plotted as a function of f ro and V g . We observe a splitting of the cavity resonance frequency f R at V g ~ -2.2V and V g ~ -2.8V, indicating hybridization between the resonator and the qubit in the strong coupling regime.
The cQED approach enables qubit readout by monitoring the qubit-state-dependent transmission through the resonator. In addition to the readout tone, another driving pulse f dr is applied to induce state transitions in the qubit. Figure 2b (main panel) shows such a qubit spectrum plotted against the driving frequency f dr and V g . The distinct peak position indicates the qubit frequency f qb , which corresponds to the transition energy E 01 = h*f qb at any given gate voltage. We now discuss major features of this spectrum.
The qubit frequency f qb exhibits a large tunability range from 6 GHz to 12 GHz. In transmon qubits, the qubit frequency is generally given by ! "# = % &' /ℎ~8% , % -. / /ℎ − %1/ℎ 11 , where E 01 is the energy corresponding to the transition from ground state to the first excited state, E J the Josephson coupling energy of the junction 28 , and h the Plank's constant. With E C /h = 100 MHz used for this circuit, the critical Josephson current I c of the S-G-S junction is estimated to be 90 nA ~ 360 nA, consistent with results reported in previous DC-transport studies 3 . In contrast to superconductor -insulator -superconductor tunnel junctions, where E J is generally modified using a current to induce a magnetic field in a SQUID-type configuration, in superconductor-normal conductor-superconductor devices the value of E J can be tuned with V g due to two effects: (i) V g changes the Fermi energy and thereby directly modifies the density of states, and therefore the total number of transmission channels 6, 23, 29 , and (ii) V g modifies the transmission probability for a number of high-transmission conduction channels 7, 8, 30 . Overall this results in an electrostatic control of the Andreev spectrum in graphene 6 Next, we demonstrate that the device can be operated as an artificial atom by performing qubit operations in the time domain. Fig. 3a shows measurements of the qubit state while varying the drive frequency and the pulse duration : ;<#= for four different powers, measured at a fixed Vg = -4.38 V. When f dr = f qb (8.811 GHz), the pulse induces Rabi oscillations of the qubit. In the Bloch sphere representation, this oscillation corresponds to rotations about the x-axis and the qubit alternates between |0> and |1> states continuously. The Rabi oscillations are also used to calibrate the > ? @ and > ? @/B pulses, which rotate the Bloch vector about the x-axis by 9 and 9/2, respectively. We apply a > ? @ pulse followed by a delayed readout pulse, yielding an exponential decay trace with an energy relaxation time of E '~ 36 ns (Fig. 3b) . Fig. 3c plots the E ' measurement repeated at different bias points with values that range from 12 to 36 ns.
We studied the dephasing of our graphene qubit using Ramsey interferometry techniques.
In the rotating frame, the application of two slightly detuned > ? @/B pulses separated by a delay time : ;<FGHI flips the qubit to the x-y plane and allows the qubit to rotate about the z-axis by algorithm) and reveals at least three frequency components in addition to the main qubit frequency. The additional frequency components may be associated with coupling to spurious two-level systems embedded in the heterostructures 8, 29 or unintentional population of higherexcited qubit states due to the relatively low qubit anharmoncity. Finally, fitting the decay envelope of the pattern at finite detuning yields E B * ~ 55 ns (Fig. 4a, middle panel) . This value is close to twice E ' at the same gate voltage, suggesting that our qubit coherence is currently limited by energy relaxation.
It has been shown that the supercurrent transport characteristics in proximitized graphene vary with the Fermi energy 5, 6, 24, 33, 34 . In this work, however, we do not observe a strong V gdependence of the coherence (Fig. 3c) to the extent recently observed in nanowire gatemons 8 .
This strongly indicates the coherence in our device is not limited by the graphene junction.
Rather, we attribute the lack of a strong V g -dependence to the relatively short relaxation times T 1 in the present measurement, due to other decay channels in parallel with the intrinsic loss of the graphene junction. For example, it is clear that one major contribution to the relaxation in the current generation of our devices is photon loss due to geometric capacitive coupling between the qubit shunting capacitor and the backgate. This will be improved straightforwardly in future devices by redesigning the capacitor geometry and introducing on-chip low-pass filters 35 .
In summary, we have successfully demonstrated temporal quantum coherence and control of a superconducting circuit based on vdW heterostructures. Our demonstration used a transmon qubit comprising S-G-S junctions. The spectrum of the qubit exhibits the characteristic electronic properties of the underlying ballistic S-G-S junction, such as voltage tunability over more than 6
GHz, and Fabry-Pérot oscillations in the P-doped region. Our results show that there is an opportunity to engineer a qubit spectrum in order to optimize charge stability and coherence. For example, a device can be designed with multiple voltage sweet spots given by the Fabry-Pérot oscillations where the dephasing is minimized 8 . With the assistance of local electrostatic gating or a superlattice band structure given by vdW heterostructures 16 , it is possible to further engineer the spectrum in order to achieve different functionality. The existing rich context of graphene physics, such as the topologically protected Josephson effect 33, 34, 36 as well as the gate-dependent current-phase relation 24 , also provide the opportunity to sense and investigate the effects of the microscopic transport processes via a single quantum degree of freedom, i.e. the temporal coherence of a qubit, supporting both fundamental discovery and new qubit design concepts.
These results suggest that the graphene-based superconducting qubit has great potential for extensible superconducting quantum computing and could be a key element of topological quantum computing architectures 22, 26 .
Finally, we emphasize that the experiments presented in this study can be adapted for other van der Waals materials and for more complex heterostructures, the planar geometry of which is highly integrable to the cQED architecture. The extraordinary and versatile electronic properties of these heterostructures, in combination with their epitaxial precision, make vdWbased devices a promising alternative for constructing key elements of novel solid-state quantum computing platforms. A hybrid superconducting circuit with vdW materials also provides a fertile arena for studying light-matter interaction in such materials, as well as probing the electronic degrees of freedom using a non-invasive approach with high precision. Of particular interest are systems showing intrinsic superconductivity with a topological phase 37 or manybody phases 38 , which can be readily incorporated into a superconducting quantum circuit similar to the one presented herein. Bottom panel: schematics of the graphene potential profiles in P (left) and N (right) regions. Cavity length L C extracted from ∆V g is ~110 nm. Note that the backgate of the other qubit on the same chip is fixed at 5V throughout the measurements presented in this paper. Extra frequency components presented in this plot might be associated with coupling to spurious two-level system or the excitation of 2-photon transition in the heterostructures.
